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Heather Macinnes is finally safe at home, her two sisters there to offer comfort. She escaped the

notorious ghost warriors and thankfully never laid eyes on their leader the Dark Dragon. Her ordeal

is done. However, she learns only too soon that her ordeal is far from done...it is just beginning. The

Dark Dragon is as mysterious as the past he keeps hidden, but secrets slowly come to light, and

when an old foe arrives to seek revenge, the Dragonâ€™s past comes back to haunt not only him

but the woman who loves him against all odds.With secrets to uncover, revenge to seek, and war

looming on the horizon, Heather and the Dark Dragon must lay the past to rest, so they can build a

future together.
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This is absolutely a wonderful ending to a great trilogy! I have read a lot of books this year and this

is absolutely one of the best!The Dark Dragon was such a strong character, everybody feared him.

Learning how he came to be who is was and what happened to him was a fantastic story line. There



are so many secrets in this book but when they all come together it all fits together perfectly.Heather

was the sister who had always kept her fatherÃ¢Â€Â™s home running smoothly and helped her two

sisters whenever they needed it. When Heather was kidnapped by the Dark Dragon it was nail biting

but when she was forced to marry him for the good of her family and clan I could not put this book

down. There is a really bad guy, a really great hero and great suspense!I have always been a fan of

Donna Fletcher but I think she has outdone herself with her newest book!!! Check it out!!!

Of the three books, I like this one the best.I thought Heather was a perfect heroine she was brave

but not stupid, accepting but not a doormat, loving but not desperate.Rhys/Dragon was a bit harder

to like for reasons I can't explain without spoilers. He was gruff and demanding. But he really loves

Heather - even if he doesn't realize it right away.This book provides closure to the storylines that

started in the first two books and has numerous appearances from Heather's family.The writing in

this book was more like what I expect from Ms. Fletcher. It flowed well and held my interest from the

first page to the last. The love scenes were steamy and never felt "thrown in". The action and drama

were well done without being unbelievable. All in all - I felt this was the best book in the series and

would recommend it.The only reason I didn't give it a solid 5 star was because I had a hard time

believing that Heather wouldn't know who Rhys really was - she knew his uncle and couldn't

immediately put two + two together? That is just a personal peeve and has no bearing on the story.

Heather Macinnes survives a kidnapping, but life is far from normal as her father marries her off to

the dreaded Dark Dragon. While the Dark Dragon demands his wife to obey him, she does quite the

opposite.I loved this book and the romance between Heather and the Dark Dragon that is very

passionate. I'm glad that wasn't rushed in the book. There was plenty of conflict both between the

couple and external. Heather has proven to care deeply for the villagers and that helped to develop

her character. The Dark Dragon was quite mysterious, but he's also a developed character.The only

thing that bothered me was when they went back to help her father and there were many characters

who were referenced and I really didn't know who they were or if they were mentioned earlier in the

book or not, so this confused me, but not enough to detract from the story. I've lost plenty of sleep

as I was sucked into the book.

The MacInnes Sisters series was marvelous! I loved how each sister and her love for her husband

was different. Each sister had a special talent as each husband did also and each story was special.

Dark Dragon was a unique character! All in all a special set of stories! I did not read all of these one



after the other--the first one about 6 months ago and the 2nd and 3rd story one right after the other,

mainly because I needed to know how it turned out.....a very satisfying ending!

While I have enjoyed all three of The Macinnes Sisters Trilogy, in my opinion, they just got better

and better. I like the way the author tied all the books together and allowed her characters to overlap

and continue with appearances throughout. I really didn't want to be disturbed while reading.. lol I

just didn't want to have to stop and put it down. I would definitely recommend this series to friends.

I'm going now to find some more books by Ms. Fletcher. Scotland, mystery, romance and strong

personalities really make this one an interesting read.

A good ending to the series. I life that their personalities were consistent. Sometimes, when a

protagonist it's introduced as a secondary character in a different book, they become putty for plot,

and become cardboard copies. In this book, that isn't the case. It's better than the book with

Patience, but then I found her annoying on all three books. I liked the first quite a bit, so would put

them on par with each other.The plot is good, the sexual tension good, if a tad too contemporary in

how it's written, so it seemed a bit out of place, but not too badly.As always, it is need of more

editing. We have a few wrong words, orphaned quotes, commas a bit muffled, though didn't affect

the meaning the sentence often, so not too big a deal.If you have enjoyed Donna Fletcher's other

books, then I think you'll like this. If you like historical romance that is more fluff than historically

accurate, then this is for you.It's a quick, fun read.

I have read all three books twice and eventually will read them again. Donna Fletcher is a must read

Author. Though I have to say Highlander Unchained trilogy is a definite must read. Cree the warrior

is my favorite so far. Please be sure to read Cree and Dawns stories, you won't regret it. I have read

them 5 times already and fixing to start them again.

If you want a fantastic story always read Donna's books and this was wonderful from the beginning

to the end. It had everything you could ask for and so much more. It is a keeper and you will read it

many times in the future. 10 stars and I love you Donna Thank you Debi Allen
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